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**ABSTRACT**

The presence of large dams affects habitat availability, often regarded as the primary factor that limits population and community recovery in rivers. Habitat degradation has reduced the complexity and connectivity of the Mediterranean streams in Spain. These changes have diminished the historical range of the endangered Júcar nase, *Parachondrostoma arrigonis* (Steindachner, 1866), isolated the populations of this species, and probably contributed to its risk of extinction. In the Júcar River basin (Spain), where this fish is endemic, the populations are mainly in the river Cabriel, which is fragmented in two segments by the large dam of Contreras. In this river, the availability of microhabitats and hydromorphological units (HMU), and their relation to the flow regime were studied from 2006 to 2008. The physical characteristics by hydromorphological units were compared among the 8 study sites, upstream and downstream the large dam. The abundance of Júcar nase was related to the HMU type, and a multivariate model of fish abundance was developed with GAMs in the regulated sites, for small and large fish separately. Univariate microhabitat suitability curves were made (for depth, velocity, substrate and cover), and both kind of models allow the application of different tools and methodologies for environmental flow assessments, at different scales. Based on the multivariate model, we used hydraulic simulation to evaluate the potential importance of dam operation for the fish abundance, taking the natural flow regime as the reference. Finally, the potential effects of mitigation measures, such as two alternatives of environmental-friendly flow regimes, were evaluated with the same model at the scale of HMU, in the regulated segment below the large dam. The results support the proposal of management actions, such as the implementation of an environmental flow regime, with anticipated releases more coincident with the natural flow regime (previous to the fish spawning) and therefore smaller discharges during the summer.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The increasing human demands upon water resources and consequent flow regulations may have negative consequences on the environment (Fette, 2007) such as the disruption of longitudinal linkages within streams that impede the lateral movement of fauna and decrease the availability and diversity of habitats (Baeza *et al.*, 2003; Brainwood, 2008). River ecological changes caused by physical responses to flow variation, include loss of stable aquatic and riparian habitat, changes in sediment dynamics, water temperature and flow velocity and reductions in wetted area and aquatic habitat diversity (Zimmerman, 2009). The water demands and the growing concerns about environmental change have focused on the need to determine and protect flows to sustain stream ecosystems (Petts *et al.*, 1999). This involves not only minimum flows to meet the critical habitat...
requirements of a target species, but also the range of flows required to sustain the functioning of these ecosystems, including riparian and floodplain areas (Petts and Maddock, 1996).

Natural river systems exhibit an enormous variety of physical and biological forms and processes. Understanding, measuring, and predicting these forms and processes has been a central concern of those who study, manage, and use river systems (Wang et al., 2006). Managers and researchers need to be able to order this variability so that they can prioritize conservation efforts, and be confident about extrapolating research or management outcomes to functionally similar systems (Thomson et al., 2004). The first approaches to classify the river systems into hydro-morphological units or mesohabitats (hereafter HMUs), e.g. pools, runs, riffles, cascades, floodplains, were made during the 80s and 90s (Bisson et al., 1982; Frissel et al., 1986; Hankin and Reeves, 1988; Hawkins et al., 1993). The HMU consists of a mosaic of several, perhaps different, microhabitats (Hill et al., 2008). Although the effect of habitat complexity on fish assemblages has been well studied (e.g., Jungwirth et al., 2000; Schiemer et al., 2003; Smokorowski and Pratt, 2007), quantitative description and mathematical modeling has gained focus only recently (e.g., Jungwirth et al., 2000; Fette et al., 2007; Schwartz and Herricks, 2008). Habitat degradation associated to river regulation has reduced the complexity and connectivity of the Mediterranean streams in Spain (García de Jalón, 1987).

Mediterranean river fish communities are dominated by cyprinids (Ferreira et al., 2007) with a high number of endemic species with a reduced distribution range compared with elsewhere in Europe (Granado-Lorencio, 1996; Doadrio, 2001). However, few studies have focused on the habitat use of some endemic species in the Iberian Peninsula (e.g. Grossman and De Sostoa 1994a, b; Magalhães et al., 2002; Martínez-Capel et al., 2009). The target species of this study is one of those Iberian endemisms, the Júcar nase, Parachondrostoma arrigonis (Steindachner, 1866) and is considered in risk of extinction (IUCN,2001). With a low commercial value, the population of Júcar nase is restricted to the Comunidad Valenciana and Castilla La Mancha (both in Spain) and is believed to be experiencing a decline over the last 20 years (Doadrio, 2003). The ecological importance of these populations resides in its adaptation to the Mediterranean conditions with high fluctuations of both intra and inter-annual flow rates (Sabater et al., 1992; Vidal-Abarca et al., 1992). Nevertheless and probably due to the low commercial and fishing value of this species, the information about habitat selection, feeding behaviour and reproduction season is scarce.

Our study examined physical habitat characteristics and their relation with Júcar nase assemblage in the river Cabriel, up and downstream the large dam of Contreras (Spain), where dam operation can affect the fish conservation. Specifically, we addressed the following issues: (i) the differences among study sites based on the physical characteristics of HMUs, (ii) the selection of habitat by the fish, at microhabitat and HMU scale, iii) the relevance of dam operation for the fish population, taking the natural flow regime as the reference, and the potential effects of mitigation measures, such as two alternatives of environmental-friendly flow regimes, for the species conservation.

METHODS

Study sites and target species

This study was carried out in the Júcar River Basin, one of the pilot basins for the implementation of the Water Framework Directive, located in the provinces of Valencia, Cuenca and Albacete (East Spain). With a typical Mediterranean climate, this basin has a drainage area of 22,123 km², and three major rivers, Júcar, Cabriel and Magro. The Júcar River is 511 km long emptying directly into the Mediterranean Sea, with an average gradient of 3.37 m/km; the sustainable populations of the target species live in the rivers Cabriel and Magro, tributaries of the Jucar River, being 220 and 130 km long respectively. This study focused on the most relevant populations, in the Cabriel, where 8 study sites (4 down and 4 upstream the large dam of Contreras) were selected. According to budget
constraints, the sampling sites were minimum 1 km long (usually longer to survey complete HMUs) and the habitat and population assessment was done during spring and summer of 2006, 2007, 2008 (Fig. 1); the habitat survey was done in the situation of low flow in each site. These sites represent the river attributes in different hydro-morphological conditions, as well as fish communities. Four sites not regulated (upstream of the large dam) were located upstream (2) and downstream of a small weir that separates fish populations with and without exotic fish species. Downstream of the large dam, the fish community includes exotic species anywhere, and the 4 sites represent different hydro-morphological conditions, because downstream of each site there is a tributary with a relevant contribution of watershed area, which determines the potential mitigation of the flow regulation effects. Downstream of the site C5, the most affected by flow regulation, a tributary and several springs contribute to the stream flow. During the survey period (low flows), the mean flow (of the 3 years) in the sites upstream, named as C1, C2, C3, C4 (in order downstream), was 1.30, 2.27, 2.08, and 3.95 m$^3$s$^{-1}$, respectively; in the regulated sites, i.e. C5, C6, C7, C8, it was 0.47, 3.61, 5.20, and 5.07 m$^3$s$^{-1}$, respectively.

The Júcar nase (*Parachondrostoma arrigonis*, Steindachner 1866) is a medium-sized fish that is characterized by having an inferior sub-terminal mouth without barbells and with a corneous lip; it feeds on algae and invertebrates by scraping the substrate. It is gregarious, and spawning occurs in the upper reaches of the rivers during spring. For the IUCN (IUCN, 2001) and the Valencia regional government, the Júcar nase is considered in risk of extinction, and the Spanish government classified it as vulnerable because of its drastic population decrease. The population declines have been attributed to water pollution, habitat destruction, introduction of exotic fish predators and hybridization with the introduced Iberian nase (*Pseudocondrostoma polylepis*, Steindachner 1866) (Elvira, 1995; Elvira and Almodovar, 2008).
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In every site the HMUs were classified into pools, glides, riffles, rapids and runs, once during the
year campaign. The sites always comprised complete HMUs, usually over the minimum of 1000 m
long. Downstream of the large dam, the ranges were 0.4-6.0 m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\) in all sites and survey years. For
each HMU these habitat variables were taken, length (m), mean width (m), mean and maximum
depth (m), and types of substrate in percentages with this typology, bedrock, large boulders (>1024
mm), boulders (256–1024 mm), cobbles (64–256 mm), gravel (8–64 mm), fine gravel (2–8 mm),
sand (62 µm–2 mm), and silt (<62 µm). In addition, habitat complexity was assessed with these
variables, area of backwaters by the banks (associated to entering tributaries, in m\(^2\)), undercut
banks covered with water at low flow (in percentage of site’s length, average of both banks),
pocketwaters by boulders/large boulders (m\(^2\)), number of boulders and large boulders, quiet waters
associated to substrate along banks (m\(^2\)), quiet waters associated to vegetation along banks (m\(^2\)),
fine sediment covering (%) and shade (%). The ranges of survey flow upstream of the dam were
0.4-2.7 m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\) in 2006, 0.6-3.4 m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\) in 2007, and 2.7-5.5 m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\) in 2008.

A sub-sample of HMUs was selected for the study of microhabitat use, during spring and summer
in the regulated sites; we followed standard procedures to apply the snorkelling technique
(Heggenes et al., 1990) during daylight hours, with the equal effort sampling approach (Bovee et
al., 1998). Júcar nase observations were split in two length classes: fry or small (<10 cm) and
juvenile/adult or large fish (>10 cm). During the snorkelling, upon sighting a fish, a school or shoal
of fish, the observer recorded the size class, number of fish, and number of marker in the fish
position. When a fish or shoal was disturbed, no data were recorded. After the snorkelling was
completed, water depth (D), mean water column velocity (Vm, ms\(^{-1}\)), dominant substrate type (S)
and cover (C) were recorded. The substrate types were as stated above, and cover types were no
cover, undercut banks, roots, boulders, vegetation, shadow, wood debris and others. Microhabitat
availability was randomly sampled along transects in the same HMUs to register the heterogeneity
of habitat conditions in terms of D, Vm, S and C (Bovee et al., 1998).

To develop a habitat suitability model at the scale of HMUs, Júcar nase abundance was estimated
by HMUs, in the whole 8 sites and 3 years. The fish were counted by snorkelling to avoid any
damage to this endangered species; two divers made the underwater counts in 3 independent passes,
throughout each of the habitats units in the study sites.

The relevance of dam operation for the fish population and the potential effects of mitigation
measures were evaluated where flow regulation was more important, site C5 below the dam. The
hydraulic modelling was necessary to estimate the variation of habitat characteristics with flow. In
2008, a subsample of HMUs (hereafter simulation site) was selected within C5 to represent the
hydraulic conditions, because budget restrictions did not allow the hydraulic simulation of the
whole C5, 1124 m long (average length for the 3 years). This subsample included the HMU types
present in the whole C5; specifically, significant differences were tested for mean depth and mean
width, between the simulation site and C5, with the non-parametric test of Kolmogorov-Smirnov.
The test demonstrated that the simulation site was representative, because there was no significant
difference for the dataset over the 3 years (width, p=0.124; depth p=1.000). During the 3 surveys
the stream flow was very stable due to dam operation (range of 0.458-0.552 m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\)). The simulation
site comprised a segment 219.8 m long; the cross-sections were located to record topography and
water surface elevation, where the water surface profile had a relevant change and in transitions
between HMUs. The water surface elevations were surveyed for 3 flows, 0.570, 5.957 and 13.930
m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\); these values covered the range of data required to simulate the hydraulics in natural and
regulated flow regimes. The survey followed the standards for 1-dimension physical habitat
simulation (Bovee, 1998), in order to represent the physical habitat characteristics and to make
hydraulic simulation based on accurate rating curves of each transect.
The differences among study sites were evaluated based on the physical characteristics and variability recorded by HMUs. The similarity-based graphical and testing methods developed by Van Sickle (1997) were used; however, instead of similarities we used dissimilarity (distance) following the methods of EnvClass (Snelder et al., 2009), in the statistical package R (R Development Core Team, 2008). As a measure of dissimilarity, Bray-Curtis distance was calculated for each class or site (i.e., all data of a study site); therefore, a class comprises the spatial variability of the different HMUs, and also the variability of the 3 field campaigns. For the 450 HMUs sampled (2006-2008), such multivariate distance was calculated with the variables specified in field methods, and water surface area. The results were shown in a dendrogram or tree of dissimilarity for the 8 study sites; this plot shows the vertical line (trunk) that indicates (in axis at the bottom) the mean distance between-sites ($\bar{B}$), representing the homogeneity and stability of habitat characteristics over the 8 study sites. Each site shows a horizontal line (branch) which length is the mean distance within-site ($\bar{W}_i$), i.e., the mean distance between pairs of objects (HMUs) within the site (it can be larger than $\bar{B}$, to the right of the tree, or smaller, branches to the left side). A larger difference $\bar{B} - \bar{W}_i$, i.e., a longer branch to the left side, indicates a more robust classification of a site in relation to others. Branches to the right side indicate less robust classification, i.e., the differences among HMUs in the site are so important as the differences among HMUs of different sites. To complement this evaluation of differences among sites, a Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) was made using Bray-Curtis distance.

Fish abundance was estimated with the algorithm developed for the 3 counts method (Robson and Whitlock, 1964). A box-plot was made to visualize Júcar Nase abundance by HMU type, in the not regulated versus regulated sites. The difference between these 2 groups of sites was tested with the Mann-Whitney pairwise test ($\alpha=0.05$), separately by HMU.

In order to allow future assessments of habitat suitability and environmental flow studies, with different tools and methods, habitat suitability models were developed at the scale of microhabitat and HMUs in the regulated sites, given the importance of this endangered fish. We generated, at microhabitat scale, habitat suitability curves, and at HMUs scale a multivariate habitat suitability model which predicts fish density. Regarding microhabitat use, data were summarized in frequency histograms, separately for small and large fish, for each microhabitat variable independently. Smooth curves were produced to avoid gaps due to missing data in some intervals, with the software HabitatPref (I.G. Jowett © 2005); these curves, based on equal effort sampling, were normalized between 0 and 1, as standard habitat suitability curves for physical habitat simulation (Bovee, 1998).

For the multivariate habitat suitability model, based on variables measured at HMUs, the associations between Júcar Nase abundance (small and large, independently, in number of fish per HMU) and a list of the main physical variables were examined using Spearman rank correlation (significant correlations were accepted at p<0.05). We selected habitat variables that can be simulated for different flows, i.e. mean and maximum depth, mean width and substrate index, as well as others of importance for the fish (Costa et al., 2010): flow, mean velocity (estimated as flow divided by mean cross-section area at each HMU), area of backwaters ($m^2$), and proportion of undercut banks. The substrate composition was converted into a single index by summing weighted percentages of each substrate type (Mouton et al., 2011), as follows, $s = 0.08 \times \text{bedrock} + 0.07 \times \text{boulder} + 0.06 \times \text{cobble} + 0.05 \times \text{gravel} + 0.04 \times \text{fine gravel} + 0.03 \times \text{sand}$. The rest of habitat features measured in the field were not selected because a low number of variables offer more possibilities to apply the model in other rivers with a restricted budget, and the other variables of less importance would be complex to simulate with flow variation; backwaters and undercut banks.
were considered important based on previous data exploration and the experience of the divers in
the field.

Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) were developed to predict fish density (CPUE) in function of
habitat variables, with the program HabitatPref (I.G. Jowett © 2005). GAMs can analyse non-linear
relationships between species distribution and environmental variables, and take into account the
correlation and interactions among variables (Ahmadi-Nedushan et al., 2006; Jowett et al., 2007).
The model was a log-linear GAM, assuming that the response variable follows a Poisson
distribution (Jowett et al., 2007), with 3 degrees of freedom. Two different procedures were used,
with forward selection and backward elimination of variables (for small and large fish, independently).
Firstly, a GAM was obtained using a forward stepwise procedure, adding variables
one by one based on the Spearman rank correlations coefficients (starting with the main predictor
variable of fish CPUE). To evaluate GAM’s performance we used the adjusted R² and the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC, Akaike, 1974). To avoid the effect of collinearity in the models,
Spearman rank correlation coefficient was calculated for the variables pairwise; then, variables with
significant correlations were not included in the same model, and alternative GAMs were evaluated
with the different variables. Secondly, the 8 variables aforementioned were introduced for a GAM,
and they were discarded one by one stepwise backward, according to the F value of an F-ratio test,
retaining only the variables with P < 0.05; this F-ratio test evaluate the non-linearity of each
variable, by comparing the residual deviance of models with linear (df > 1) and linear (df = 1) terms
(Jowett et al., 2007). This multivariate model allows habitat analyses based on hydraulic analysis at
HMUs, and the future application of specific tools that manage habitat indicators at the same scale,
e.g. MesoHabsim (Parasiewicz, 2008).

The multivariate habitat suitability models for small and large fish were used to evaluate the dam
operation effect on fish population, by comparing the habitat suitability for the fish under natural
and regulated flow regimes, in the site more affected by regulation, C5. The watershed area and the
mean annual flow are considerably smaller in the segments upstream, for this reason the use of a
reference site upstream the dam was not considered. In addition, we evaluated the potential effects
of two mitigation measures, i.e. two alternatives of environmental-friendly flow regimes. A 1-
dimensional hydraulic model was calibrated with the program RHYHABSIM (Jowett, 1999), based
on the cross-sections and water surface elevation of the 3 field surveys in the simulation site. Ten
evenly distributed flows were simulated based on rating curves, within the range of the hydraulic
surveys.

At each flow, the number of fish was calculated with the habitat suitability model; hydraulic
simulation provided the mean width, depth and substrate index by HMUs; backwaters and undercut
banks were obtained from the field data by HMUs. The fish number was weighted by the area at
each HMU and finally the total density of the site (number per meter of river length) was
calculated; this value was used as an indicator of the habitat suitability for the fish. The curve of
fish density versus flow was generated for small and large fish independently. The changes of slope
in the curve of total density, as well as the total passage width (most limiting transect), were used to
define a minimum environmental flow for Júcar nase, as indicated in the Spanish legal norm for
hydrological planning (ARM/2656/2008). Then, the actual flow regime (regulated) was evaluated
based on the fish density (habitat indicator), maximum average velocity in the site, and habitat
connectivity. The actual regulated flow regime was estimated with monthly average flows of the
last 10 years, 4 wet, 2 intermediate and 4 dry years (data provided by the Júcar River Basin
Authority); the only data available for natural flow regime were measured in 1972, before the dam
was built, they were used to define the pattern of natural regime, as explained below.

Two environmental-friendly flow regimes, as mitigation measures, were compared with the actual
situation in the regulated site. The first one consisted of an environmental flow regime, with the
same total water resources of the actual regulated regime (i.e., equal mean annual flow), and the
monthly distribution proportional to the natural flow regime (natural flow pattern) during the
months of natural high flows (January-April). The total amount of water resources was maintained
for the two flow regimes, because that was considered a criteria of feasibility, to design a regime
applicable by the water authorities.

The second regime was designed because for the large dam of Contreras, it is usually a priority to
release the highest flows from April to September, what does not fit the natural flow regime. The
flow release in such period is related to the irrigation of the orchards in the Valencian region, and
the objective of getting minimum reservoir water levels in September, when the maximum flood
risk occur in the region. Therefore, this regime was generated by combining environmental criteria
with the water management, as follows: a) the same total flow of the actual regulated regime (same
quantity of water resources), b) the minimum environmental flow determined previously for fish
population enhancement, every month except during water release period, c) actual period of water
release for irrigation, April-September, d) maximum mean flow imitating the natural timing, during
the reproduction of the Júcar nase (April), followed by slow decrease proportional to natural regime
until September, and e) during the release period, the mean water velocities in the study site should
not be larger than 1 m/s (upper water velocity limit for fry cyprinids, recommended in the Spanish
legal norm for hydrological planning). This regime differs to the previous in a relevant aspect, the
maximum release of water happens two months later than the natural regime, what potentially can
affect the reproduction success of the Júcar nase.

RESULTS

The dendrogram showed that the classification of 8 sites was robust, meaning that the differences of
habitat by HMUs were considerably larger among sites than it was within each site. Physical
variability was also different among sites (Fig. 2a). In general the sites upstream of the large dam
(C1 to C4) had a larger internal variability, i.e., less homogeneous or stable habitat characteristics
than the sites downstream of the dam (C5 to C8), with regulated flow, except the site C5 (where
approximately the same flow was found in the 3 surveys). Among the sites upstream, the MDS
analysis (Fig. 2b) showed that the distances were large in comparison with the sites downstream.
The site C1 was the most distinct among the 8 sites, according to the distances in the MDS.

![Dendrogram](image-url)
The box-plot indicated that the habitat type is very relevant for the abundance of Júcar nase, and that slow and deep habitats are the most suitable for the species. Relevant differences were not found in Júcar nase abundance between the upstream and downstream sites. However, a more detailed analysis, comparing each HMU type, showed that relevant differences occurred in the pool ($p < 0.05$), run ($p < 0.01$) and rapid ($p < 0.05$). However, the results for run and glide are unreliable because of the small number of both HMUs upstream and downstream respectively. Upstream, in C1 a high Júcar nase abundance was found in the unique run habitat registered in the 3 years while downstream pool is clearly the HMU with the highest abundance of Júcar nase.

![Box-plot of Júcar nase abundance in different hydro-morphological units](image)

**Figure 3.** Comparison between Júcar nase estimation (summing adult and fry individuals) in the different hydro-morphological units (P-pool; T-gliding; C-riffle; R-rapid and Run) through the A) unregulated sites (C1, C2, C3 and C4) and B) regulated sites (C5, C6, C7, and C8) obtained by MDS. For better visualization nine outliers (in the upstream sites -C1+C2+C3+C4) were removed from the box-plots. All data were used in the Mann-Whitney tests.

In the sampling for microhabitat use, 54 independent data were recorded (48 of large, 6 of small fish), each one corresponding to one or more fish (schools). In total, 130 fish were observed (116 large, 14 small). Large and small Júcar nase selected optimal microhabitats with 0.75-1.25 m of depth, and water velocity between 0.5-0.14 m s$^{-1}$ (Table 2). Among substrate types, silt and vegetation showed the highest suitability, and the best cover types were vegetation and woody
Microhabitat availability was recorded in 1059 points of the HMUs selected. The average conditions of depth ranged from the shallow waters of C8 (0.529 m of mean depth) to deeper habitats in C7 (0.807 m); maximum depth indicated a wide range of habitat availability, varying from 1.27 to 2.1 m (Table 1). The mean water velocity varied from 0.247 m s\(^{-1}\) to 0.550 ms\(^{-1}\), and the maximum velocities registered were between 0.976 and 1.397 ms\(^{-1}\).

**Table 1. Summary of microhabitat availability in the HMUs sampled for microhabitat use.** The site codes identify the stream name and year of survey year. Hydro-morphological units (HMU) are P - Pool, Ra - Rapid, Ri - Riffle, Run, G- Glide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C7 Pelichan</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8 Casas del Río</td>
<td>0.807±0.357</td>
<td>0.529±0.308</td>
<td>0.696±0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum depth (m)</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean water column velocity (m s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.550±0.355</td>
<td>0.247±0.242</td>
<td>0.410±0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum water column velocity (m s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1.397</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>1.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant substrate</td>
<td>Fine gravel</td>
<td>Fine gravel</td>
<td>Cobbles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant cover</td>
<td>No cover</td>
<td>No cover</td>
<td>No cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMU types</td>
<td>P, Ri</td>
<td>P, Ri, P, Ri</td>
<td>P, Ra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before the GAM development with HMU’s multivariate dataset (N=177), we observed that maximum depth, mean depth and mean velocity were correlated. Therefore, to avoid collinearity they were included separately in different models (trials), until the best calibrated model was found. The eight variables analysed were ordered by importance to fish abundance (see Table 3); but only six were in each trial as explained before. Both processes of variables selection (forward and backward) indicated that the model with the six variables including mean depth had the best performance, while avoiding collinearity. The adjusted R\(^2\) (%) were 69.4 (small fish) and 72.4 (large), and the AIC were 394.7 and 959.3, respectively; all the variables included gave significant results of the F-ratio test (P< 0.05).
Table 2. Habitat suitability criteria (univariate curves) for depth (D, in m), mean water column velocity (Vm, in m s⁻¹), substrate (S) and cover (C) for the Júcar nase, developed in the river Gabriel. Suitability index is indicated for small (Slsmall) and large fish (Sladult).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>Slsmall</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Sladult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vm</th>
<th>Slsmall</th>
<th>Vm</th>
<th>Sladult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>Slsmall</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Sladult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>vegetation</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>silt</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>sand</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine gravel</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>fine gravel</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>gravel</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobble</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>cobble</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulders</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>boulders</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large boulders</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>large boulders</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedrock</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>bedrock</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>Slsmall</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Sladult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>without</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undercut banks</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>undercut banks</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roots</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Roots</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulders</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>boulders</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>vegetation</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>shadow</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood debris</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>wood debris</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>others</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures 4 and 5 represent how the Júcar nase abundance varies with the six variables selected. The mean depth is the only variable where the curve (both for small and large fish) do not show a clear maximum within the habitat conditions under study, but a continuous increase. This variable is the most relevant and positively related with abundance, together with maximum depth (Table 3). It is important to indicate that this variable was positively correlated with maximum depth, and negatively with mean velocity. Mean width was also related to abundance, but the Spearman’s Rho did not show this relation; for small fish there is a range where it is not important (width smaller than 18m), but larger width is negative to the fish abundance. The curve of large fish shows a clear optimum around 17 m width. The substrate index have a strong relation with fish abundance (Table 3), and the curves indicate the same optimum for small and large fish, around 5, corresponding to gravel; the relation is positive, indicating that in general, the best HMUs have medium or large substrate sizes. The flow is related to abundance, depending on the fish size; while optimum for large fish is in medium flows around 4 m$^3$s$^{-1}$, for large fish is around 5 m$^3$s$^{-1}$. Backwaters shows an optimum for small and large fish, between 15 and 20 m$^2$, and undercut banks have in general a positive influence, although there is a maximum between 60 and 80 % of the habitat unit.
In the hydraulic simulation, the flows ranged from the minimum calibration flow (0.57 m$^3$s$^{-1}$) to the maximum (13.93 m$^3$s$^{-1}$), and the ranges of hydraulic variables obtained were 4.74-30.89 m of mean width, 0.03-1.68 m of mean depth, and 1.2-7.3 of substrate index. The backwaters area by HMU had a small range of variability (1-2.5 m$^2$), as well as the undercut banks (0-7 %). The fish density curves were constructed for small and large fish, and the total density indicated a minimum environmental flow (change of curve’s slope) of 3.5 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ (Fig. 6). Such flow provided river connectivity, with 3.5 m of total passage width, approximately 50 % of the optimum value, which is acceptable for such purpose.
The differences between the two regimes to evaluate (mitigation measures) are also observed in Fig. 7; while one is partially imitating the natural seasonality (in the months of larger natural flows) with maximum in February, the other has the maximum when the water administration release the water for irrigation (April), decreasing until the minimum flow is maintained, in September. The evaluated flow regimes had a total of water resources equal to the actual availability, equivalent to a mean annual flow of (4.28 m$^3$s$^{-1}$). The minimum flow estimated in the actual regime (last decade) was 0.593 m$^3$s$^{-1}$, considerably lower than the environmental flow estimated here; furthermore, the curves of connectivity (both contiguous and total) indicate a lack of connectivity for Júcar nase in the study site.

Fig. 8 shows the differences between the Júcar nase density in the four flow regimes studied. The natural regime used is biased because it only represented one wet year, comparing with the actual regime which was the average of 10 years, much more representative of real flow regime. The fish density curve obtained by habitat suitability model was simulated for a range of flows that barely contained flows as high as the ones in the natural regime. In fact, the minimum flows observed in natural regime in July (9.7 m$^3$s$^{-1}$) and August (9.4 m$^3$s$^{-1}$) were associated with very low fish densities (Fig. 8a). In the other hand, the fish densities of the environmental flow regimes were much higher (total density of 10 indm$^{-1}$) than the ones of the actual regime (total density of 1 indm$^{-1}$). The fish density of both adult and fry individuals in the environmental flow regime with the same pattern of the natural regime, i.e. one maximum flow in February, revealed a stable monthly evolution until and after February. In this month both densities fell down to values lower than 0.2 indm$^{-1}$ (Fig. 8b). In the second environmental flow regime, with the same monthly flow pattern of the actual regime, occurred the same event with 2 months delay, i.e. the decrease occurred in April, a critical month for Júcar nase reproduction (Fig. 8c).
The habitat comparison based on HMUs indicated that distances among the upstream sites, C1, C2, C3 and C4 were greater than among the regulated sites, downstream of the dam. Especially C1, with the smallest watershed area in the headwaters, is separated from other sites (Fig. 2); here the affection of the natural flow variability can be relevant, as it is characteristic in other Mediterranean rivers (Sabater et al., 1992). This fact is probably determining the habitat characteristics, making this site more different to the rest. It is well known that several years before the start of the study, the environmental administration had to rescue the fish populations by electrofishing because the channel was completely dry (information not published); therefore, the hydromorphological conditions are different in this aspect, what can be related to changes in the sediment transport. For example, 10% was the median percentage of silt in C1, versus 5% in the other sites together (C2, C3, C4), suggesting effects of sedimentation. In the 3 campaigns of study, C1 was never dry.
Regarding habitat variability, the regulated site C5, below the dam, presented the highest variability during the study period, equivalent to the variability among sites (i.e., variability within the site $\overline{B}$ was approximately equal to $\overline{B}$). One possible reason is that the river passes through a very narrow area in a canyon where it is more confined laterally, which causes a larger variability of habitat characteristics before, within, and after the canyon, all in the study site C5. In spite of the variability, the MDS indicated that habitat characteristics of C5 are not very different of other regulated sites. During the three years of study the flows measured in C5 were similar (approximately 0.5 m$^3$s$^{-1}$) due to the dam operation. In our opinion, the flow regulation causes the smaller differences among the sites downstream of the dam, diminishing the habitat diversity in space and time, as it was observed in other rivers in Spain (García de Jalón, 1987).

The differences of abundance among sites and HMU type’s indicate a large variability in space, then the comparison of regulated vs. unregulated sites indicated no differences. However, with the test at more detail by HMU types, the test is more reliable and show differences in pool, rapid and run. The relations between habitat variables and fish abundance are discussed further in this article, based on the habitat suitability models, but other factors are interacting in these results. In the site with largest variability, C5, in theory the fish could find good habitats to live, but the abundance of the fish was very low or null (only a few individuals were observed once in a visit, not during the snorkelling counts). Therefore, other variables not assessed in this study are also relevant for the abundance and distribution of this endangered fish.

For example, water temperature plays a key role in stream ecosystem maintenance (Olivares, 2008), with effects on living organisms and on physicochemical processes which define the quality of the physical habitat. It is clear the importance of integrating water temperature in the physical habitat simulation and instream flow studies (Jowett, 1997; Bovee, 1998) especially when hydropower production is involved (Toffolon et al., 2010). The hydropower production at the dam of Contreras could influence Júcar nase distribution, through the water temperature. To minimize these impacts, Cushman (1985, in García et al., 2011) proposed three major areas of management: (i) structural changes with re-regulating dams, i.e. utilization of a small dam located downstream of a big one (operating with peaking flows), to stabilize flows downstream; (ii) habitat modification, i.e. manipulating river section to increase habitat availability (although this may reduce habitat diversity) and (iii) operational changes, i.e. to specify upper limits to the amount of variability of one or more characteristics of the flow released, like the change in discharge per unit time as a function of pre-existing discharge. A re-regulating small dam exist below Contreras, what can mitigate some of the level fluctuations in the river, but we hypothesize that water temperature can be more relevant. However, the analysis of temperature or hydropower production effect on Júcar nase distributions is part of a further research that is not in the scope of this article.

Habitat suitability criteria for Júcar nase considered the essential variables to perform the physical habitat simulation (Bovee, 1998). Many factors may affect the microhabitat use by the fish, like water temperature, habitat and food availability, light, turbidity, and species interactions (Baltz et al., 1982; Vondracek et al., 1992; Grossman and De Sostoa, 1994a;b; Santos et al., 2004). These physical and biological factors can also affect the transferability of the microhabitat results from one stream to others (Orth, 1987; Thomas and Bovee, 1993; Lamouroux et al., 1999). In this study, the surveys were restricted to clear waters and daylight hours, in segments of order 2 or 3 (after Strahler) upstream the dam, or 4 (downstream), which should be considered for the application of the results in other streams or rivers, within the geographical distribution of the target species. Little size-related differences were found in the microhabitat use for Júcar nase in the spring and summer period. Both adult and fry selected slow and relatively shallow waters with substrate of silt and vegetation, and cover of vegetation or woody debris. We considered that there was no bias related to limitation of microhabitats’ availability, because wide ranges of depth (maximum 2.1 m) and velocity (maximum 1.4 ms$^{-1}$) were measured, taking into account that Júcar nase inhabits segments...
of order 2 to 4. The smaller sample size for small fish, due to the scarcity of this endangered species, is an actual limitation in the study, which could be addressed with future field work. The habitat suitability curves can be useful to managers, in the application of conservation measures for critical habitats, to maintain and enhance the native fish populations in Mediterranean rivers, and to design more environmental friendly hydroelectric facilities. Such facilities have been encouraged with the legislation of some countries, for example with the European Water Framework Directive and the Clean Water Act in the United States (García et al., 2011).

The GAMs predicting fish density based on HMUs’ variables during 3 years proved to be a suitable tool. Multivariate habitat suitability model made with GAMs can analyse non-linear relationships between species distribution and environmental variables, and take into account the correlation and interactions among variables (Ahmadi-Nedushan et al., 2006; Jowett et al., 2007). The variables integrating the best model provided good results as predictors of Júcar nase density. Some authors found that depth is a key variable in the microhabitat selection of other species in the taxonomic group of Chondrostoma (Copp, 1992; Martínez-Capel et al., 2009, Rincón et al., 1992; Grossman and De Sostoa 1994a, b). The results show that where depth increases and, consequently water velocity reduces, the abundance of Júcar nase raise (velocity was not in the model but it was correlated with mean and maximum depth). This is coherent with the relatively large abundance recorded in pools. The selection of deep waters in pools may suggest a relatively low swimming capacity of the Júcar nase, in relation to other cyprinids (personal underwater observation, which advise further research), and can be also related with the shelter against fast waters located in the banks of the pools (emergent vegetation, undercut banks), with the food availability and protection against predators (Martínez-Capel et al., 2009).

Other interesting outcome is the substrate and its relation with fish abundance. While at microhabitat scale the finer substrate is related with slow waters and cover (normally located in river banks and in areas with vegetation), at the HMUs scale, abundance of Júcar nase increase with medium-coarse substrate, like other fish species (Santos et al., 2004; Gosselin et al., 2010). This species feed mainly by scraping on periphyton, therefore medium and coarse substrate is positive for the feeding. A coincidence between microhabitat and HMU models is that undercut banks have a positive effect on Júcar nase habitat. These results indicate the positive feedback and the importance of complementing microhabitat with meso-scale studies, providing synergies for future applications in mitigation measures and species conservation. As some studies have remarked, the use of models based on multiple spatial scales outperform single-scale analyses (Olden et al., 2006), what suggest lines of future model developments for this endangered fish. “How much water does a river ecosystem need?” remains a challenging question that requires understanding of the direct and indirect interactions between flows and biota over time and space (Petts, 2009).

The differences between the natural flow regime and the actual regulated regime were noticeable; however, the lack of more data about the natural flow regime, before the dam construction (e.g. in dry and wet years) was a source of uncertainty in this analysis. The natural flow regime only represents one year, while the regulated flow regime represents the average of the last 10 years (4 wet, 2 intermediate and 4 dry years). In our opinion, the uncertainty in the natural flow regime is high and the data could fail in demonstrating the real natural regime in the river. This can be the reason to find better results (in estimated fish abundance) with the actual regulated regime. This problem suggest the possibility of correcting the total water resources in the regimes evaluated, to make a more reliable comparison, focused on the flow pattern and not in the total amount of water. For example, a synthetic annual hydrograph imitating the natural regime could be generated with the same seasonality (proportion of flow rate o mean annual flow), but with the mean annual flow determined in the regulated regime of the last decade. However, the actual flow regime seems to be inadequate to Júcar nase, because the actual minimum flow does not allow river connectivity, and the dam release is maximum from April to September. Therefore, while natural flow regime had the maximum flow in February and the minimum during the summer, in the regulated regime the
maximum occurs during and after the period of fish hatching, which could produce negative effects; for example, the drag of nests and fry fish, and the consequent reduction in the recruitment (Humphies and Lake, 2000). It may also produce a temperature decrease in such period, influencing on fish growth (Cowx et al., 1989; Harby et al., 2009). However, the present analysis with habitat suitability models did not allow the evaluation of those effects.

The two flow regimes evaluated as mitigation measures produced an increase of the minimum flow in relation to the actual regime, approaching to a value more similar to other Mediterranean rivers. For example the river Segura in Spain, with a mean annual flow of 4.28 m$^3$s$^{-1}$, required a minimum environmental flow of 4 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ downstream a large dam (Segura River Basin Management Plan of 1998), in a heavily regulated basin (Belmar et al., in press), even though they were calculated taking into account the needs of water for irrigation and human consume.

The comparison of the mitigation measures indicated that, most of the time, the suitability of the flow rate for the Júcar nase as a whole (small+large fish) is ten times larger in the two regimes proposed, in relation to the actual flow regime. For both environmental-friendly regimes the total fish density is very similar (10 ind. per meter), but not the monthly variation. In the first environmental regime, fish density of small and large fish show a rapid fall in February, due to the maximum flow. These flows have a ‘cleaning’ effect on the river substrate (Naesje et al., 1995; Wesche et al., 1987) and the temperature decrease derived of these high flows have the effect of instigating the migration and reproduction of the cyprinids (Cowx et al., 1989; Harby et al., 2009).

This flow regime with the same monthly evolution seems to be the best alternative. Although the second alternative can be considered an environmental-friendly regime, because it meets the basic recommendation of the minimum environmental flow, it shows the same monthly flow variation of the actual regulated regime, as well as the minimal estimated habitat suitability or fish density in April (both small and large fish), when the fish reproduction occurs. This indicates that, in less proportion than the actual regime, in this proposed environmental regime the drag of nests and fry fish, and the consequent reduction in the recruitment could degrade the fish population, as mentioned above. As a general comment for this analysis, the evaluation of the flow regimes with models based on hydromorphological units was useful, and the presentation of the models in this article provides the possibility of future evaluations with new mitigation measures.

The studies on habitat suitability criteria, considering different scales, are essential for the implementation of environmental flow regimes in regulated rivers, and for the conservation of endangered species with scarce information. This study indicates that the synergy of models at different scales can improve the comprehension of the interactions among fish and habitat features. Furthermore, in order to assess the effects of river regulation in the actual framework of European water management, it is very important to implement an eco-hydromorphological approach, integrating ecology (relations fish-habitat at the scale of microhabitat and hydromorphological units), hydrology and fluvial geomorphology (Vaughan et al., 2009).
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